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STRATA COMMITTEE MINUTES 
1830 Wednesday September 27, 2017.  Altair SC Meeting Room.  
 
Attendance: Ralf Harding (Chair), Eric Moses (Secretary), Michael Cluff (part - proxy 
to Ralf), Chris Gardener, Kevin Wellington.  
Mario Caruana (Building Manager) 
 
Guests:  
      
Apologies: Marilyn Di Bella (proxy to Ralf), David Mackinnon (proxy to Eric), David 
Saul (proxy to Eric). 
  
Minutes of Last Meeting: Accepted. 
 
Matters Arising: See following 
 
SC Election 
 
Gary Zamel was elected to the Strata Committee. 

Correspondence:   

A) E-mail exchange between a managing agent for owners of a tenanted lot in 

Altair, noting that the Building Manager would not issue him with a security 

swipe to enable constant access to the lot, and a response from the Chair 

noting that 

• Altair takes security very seriously. 

• Altair only issues security swipes to residents. 

• There can only be one set of official residents in a specific lot in Altair at 

any one time and only the official residents can have swipes. 

• When a tenant vacates a lot their swipes are cancelled.  

• When a lot is re-tenanted, Altair has received a copy of the lease and the 

new official tenants present at Altair we will issue them with swipes and 

activate them.  

• By-law 34.8 prohibits our issuing a security swipe to anyone other than an 

owner or occupier. 

• Altair has 24/7 concierges who can assist with legitimate entry for 

tradesmen, cleaners and other registered approved entrants. 

• The Building Manager was correct in not allowing the managing agent to 

have a security swipe. 

 

B) Letter from NBN regarding installing FTTP for internet services (see Internet 

following) 

 

C) Letter to the NSW Premier and various parties in the NSW government from 

the Chair re STHL (see Short Term Holiday Letting following) and a response 



from the Premier noting that she has passed the letter on to the Minister for 

Better Regulation and a response from the Minister of Better Regulation noting 

that he has passed the letter on to the Director of Housing. 

 

D) Letter from our electrical engineering consultants, Shelmerdines. See Power 

Supply - Plan B following. 

 
E) Letter from Grace Lawyers formally advising of bankruptcy proceedings against 

an owner. See Legal following. 

 

Finance Report:  

The Financial Summary for August shows that we are a (little) bit under budget YTD. 

The monthly Financial Summary will be posted on the Altair website. 

Building Manager’s Report:  

The monthly Building Managers report will be posted on the Altair website. Key issues 

include: 

Internet 

 

a) NBN. We have paid NBN $1100 to review Altair in respect to installing 

FTTP (Fibre To The Premises/apartment). The NBN has provided a letter 

estimating that the installation of FTTP in Altair would cost between $850k 

and $940k plus a 10% design fee. This is higher than we were expecting 

so we are querying the estimate (we have informal reports of a roughly 

similar building to Altair that has had FTTP installed at a lower, but still 

significant, cost). 

 

b) TPG. We have been approached by TPG who wish to review Altair with the 

objective of installing FTTB (Fibre To The Basement) services. We have 

advised TPG that we already have NBN FTTB.  

 
TPG has very recently installed FTTB at Elan. We are in contact with Elan 

to review how this service is working. Elan advises that it is too early to tell. 

Elan has allowed access to multiple ‘wholesale’ operators. Our previous 

technical advice was to not pursue this ‘multiple’ access path and we have 

deliberately limited access to one supplier (NBN), however, we have an 

open mind and are maintaining a watching brief. We are maintaining 

contact with Elan to review progress. 

 

Swimming Pools 

 

Required work has been done on the pool surrounds. The Council have re-certified the 

pools to September 2020. The new certificate is posted on the noticeboard. 

 

 

 



 

Fire Inspection 

 

Annual and biannual fire safety inspections are being carried out. Residents have been 

contacted by our building management team. This is a compulsory inspection. To date 

we have to replace a defective variable speed drive controller (which maintains air 

pressure in the stairwells) at an approximate cost of $3k. 

 

2017 Capital Works Programme 

 

a) Water and Fire Tanks. Done. These have been serviced and disinfected. 

b) TV Antennae: Done. A new ‘array’ has been installed. 

c) Concierge Mess: Done. Installation of running water, sink etc. in the room 

behind the concierge desk.  

d) Window Latches (Child-proofing). Parts now obtained. Work planned for 

October. Relevant owners will be contacted to develop a work-plan. 

e) Roof Membrane: Scheduled for October.  

f) Car Park Louvres. Commenced for completion in October. 

g) Car Park Lighting and Pool Boilers – on hold re CoSC Energy review. 

Updates  

Short Term Holiday Letting (STHL) 
 

a) City of Sydney. Together with representatives of other groups of Strata Plans 
from the City of Sydney area the Chair has met with the Lord Mayor, Clover 
Moore. The Chair represented Elan, Ikon, Rockwall, Gazebo and 22 Wylde as 
well as Altair from the Potts Point/Kings Cross area. In total the group 
represented over 40 Strata Plans and around 5000 apartments.  
 
City of Sydney is preparing a revised submission to the NSW Government 
Options Paper on STHL and we had the opportunity to present our point of 
view. The Lord Mayor gave us a good hearing (30 minutes). 
 

b) NSW Government. Following circulation to the SC for feedback and 
commentary, a response on behalf of Altair has been sent (18 September) to 
the NSW Government including the Premier, Minister for Planning, Minister for 
Better Regulation, Director of the Dept. of Housing (who are running the STHL 
project) and the Lord Mayor of City of Sydney, Clover Moore, regarding the 
Options Paper on STHL.  
 
A copy of the letter will be sent to all owners with these minutes. Owners are 
encouraged to write to the Director of Housing, NSW Government or complete 
a submission form on the NSW government website on this issue which could 
have serious ramifications regarding resident amenity, cost, damages etc. in 
Strata. 
 

c) NSW Government Survey. The NSW Government has initiated an online 
survey for Strata owners and residents (STHL Survey). After trialling the survey 
it is clear that it is inherently biased as it seems to take the position that STHL 
will happen and then offers options about how Strata Committees might deal 
with issues after the event. 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CCZCLLV


 
This is a ‘double-edged’ sword for strata. If we do not complete the survey then 
the NSW government will claim that there ‘obviously are no issues’. If we fill it 
out in the current format we risk rubber-stamping the NSW government 
agenda. 
 
Clearly it is a matter for owners how they fill out the survey. If owners wish to 
support the status quo of Strata Plans having the right to ban STHL then it is 
noted that the questions are optional. SC agreed that a letter be sent to Owners 
suggesting that if they support a STHL ban in Strata Plans they complete the 
survey only answering key questions that allow them to express their 
opposition to STHL. 

 

Building Management Software programme 
 

a) Security back-up. The Building Manager and Concierge files and the Chair’s 
‘Altair’ files are now backing-up automatically into the cloud.  
 

b) External software. The Chair, Secretary and BM met with the proprietor of a 
building management software programme. The programme is user-friendly 
but does not add anything significant that Altair’s existing programmes and 
website do not currently deliver; and comes at a cost.  
 
We have made various suggestions and the software company is reviewing 
aspects of their programme. We have a very open mind about any programme 
that helps Altair administration to be more efficient and effective and await 
further developments. 

 
Power Supply – Plan B 
 

a) Both of the 2012 Northrop report and the 2017 CESA / Shelmerdines report 
conclude that in order to make provision for universal air conditioning in the 
building we require an 845amps/phase power supply. We currently have 
400amps/phase supply. 

 
b) We may be able to access a supply of 780 amps/phase from our current sub-

station located in the Elan, but this will not guarantee universal access to air 
conditioning or provision for any contingencies and may require work upgrading 
switchboards at various locations. 

 

c) We are now exploring our options to access the additional supply to cover, at 
least, 845amp/phase. We have had several meetings with our consultants, 
CESA, and their engineers Shelmerdines, and have received a letter from them 
outlining possible options. 

 
d) We, through our consultants, have had conflicting verbal information from 

various sources and in order to be sure of our forward options we have asked 
CESA and Shelmerdines to make formal application to Ausgrid, requesting:-   
 

I. Can we retain access to the ‘Elan’ sub-station but with an increased 
supply? What is the maximum increased supply that we able to extract from 
the current sub-station? 

 
II. Will and can the ‘Elan’ sub-station need to be upgraded to cater for our 

possible increased power needs. 



 
e) A further option that has been put forward is the establishment of our own 

stand-alone sub-station which would have to be located within the Altair 
building envelope. This option would require some major infrastructure and 
very significant costs. The technical aspects of access and installation mean 
that we have very limited options regarding placement of the sub-station. For 
example, we may have to seriously re-configure the garbage area, including 
excavation. The logistics, general upheaval, time frame [approx. 2 years] and 
cost [est. $750,000 – $1,000,000] would render this a challenging option. 

 

This is a complex issue. When we have some definitive answers, and as agreed at the 
AGM, we plan to poll owners on possible next steps. 
 
Electric Car Charging (EVC) 
 
In conjunction with Plan B, EVC was discussed with Shelmerdines. They have advised 
that they have no particular position on the Smart Green Apartments (part of CoSC) 
approximation that we would require 210-250 extra amps to cater for EVC but note 
that 
  

a) Charging and storage technology is rapidly evolving 
 

b) Electric and hybrid vehicles are rapidly evolving 
 

Countries, and various car manufacturers, are still reviewing their options.  
(It was recently reported that Volkswagen - currently the world’s largest manufacturer 
of cars - has announced that all 300+ of their models will be available in EVC by 2020.) 
 

Accordingly, it is simply too early to make definitive decisions except to note that EVC 
is coming and will almost certainly require extra power supply. 
 
Weights Gym Upgrade 

 

Owners have been sent a copy of an upgrade to the weights gym as suggested by a 

sub-committee of the SC, we have also posted a copy of the plans in the gym and on 

the noticeboard, and requested feedback. To date we have received very limited 

feedback – four responses supporting the upgrade (including one offering further 

suggestions) and two (strongly) opposing the upgrade. The negative issues seem to 

be related to why non-users should fund a gym that they do not use and how such an 

upgrade will be funded – especially in light of potential high costs associated with any 

power issues – Plan B etc.  

 

Up-grading the weights gym is contemplated in our 20-year Capital Works Plan for 

2018, albeit a much lesser upgrade at approx. $6k versus the projected cost of $40k. 

 

We are entering the period when we will project budgets for 2018...and beyond. 

We do not know at this stage how such a project might be funded...and it could be 

significantly complicated by any decisions the Owners might make regarding Plan B 

or the CoSC Energy Sustainability programme.  

 



NB. Any decision to proceed with upgrading the weights gym will be not be made by 

the SC; it will be made by the Owners at the AGM where any costings will be part of 

an overall financial plan. 

 

Legal. 

 

Our lawyers, Grace, have written (September 26) advising that   substituted service of 

bankruptcy proceedings has been effected (via her lawyers) on 22 September to an 

owner, Vicki Goodwin, who has reportedly left the country. Ms Goodwin has 21 days 

to resolve settlement.  

 

Capital Works Plan 
 
We have asked Francis Management to review our 20-year Capital Works Plan to 
ensure that it remains relevant in a general sense but with specific reference to 2018. 
 
Strata Committee Statement of Purpose 
 
We have recently ‘interviewed’ candidates for vacancies on the SC. The issue of what 
the SC does and stands for was raised. Consequently and following consultation with 
our Strata Manager, the Secretary and Chair have drawn up a Statement of Purpose 
which has previously been circulated to the SC. It was agreed to adopt the Statement 
of Purpose and post a copy to the website. 
 
Levies 
 
For historical reasons, the Altair levy year (December–November) has not lined up 
with the Altair financial year (January-December). This complicates financial 
reconciliation at year-end.  
 
At the 2017 AGM it was agreed that we would have an adjustment levy of one month 
to bring the levy year and financial years into line as January - December. Owners will 
receive a levy notice in the next two weeks due for payment on November 21 for one 
month (December).  
 
Owners will not pay any extra levies...they will just be billed in a slightly adjusted cycle. 
Future levy notices will revert to three month periods for 2018 and beyond; being Jan-
Mar; Apr-Jun; Jul-Sept; Oct-Dec. 
 
It was agreed to send a letter clarifying the position to Owners in association with the 
one-off transition December levy notice. 
 
Meeting concluded at 1900. 

Next EC Meeting Wednesday October 18 


